
US 36 Mayors & Commissioners Coalition (MCC) 
 

 

October 9, 2019 
 
CDOT Transportation Commission 
Executive Director Shoshana Lew 
Colorado Dept. of Transportation (CDOT) 
2829 W. Howard Place 
Denver, CO 80204 
 
Dear CDOT Transportation Commission and Executive Director Lew: 
 
Thank you for your service to the State of Colorado and your support 
for the Northwest metro region communities.  This is an exciting time 
for the CDOT in light of the statewide planning process and the 
additional funding the state legislature has approved to invest in 
near-term transportation improvements through SB1 and SB267.   
 
Recognizing the Transportation Commission will soon make 
decisions on the short-term project list as part of the statewide 
planning process, as well as develop the updated ten-year pipeline 
of projects, the US 36 Mayors & Commissioners Coalition (MCC) 
would like to take this opportunity to remind the Transportation 
Commission of the Northwest metro region’s project priorities, as 
defined by the Northwest Area Mobility Study (NAMS) and which are 
consistent with the project list included in Proposition 110 ballot issue 
last year.  
 
The US 36 MCC’s request for the near-term SB1/SB267 funding: 
SH119 – Boulder to Longmont 
Our #1 priority is the regional, multimodal SH 119 corridor project 
connecting Boulder and Longmont.  The corridor serves travelers 
from throughout Boulder County, as well as from Larimer and Weld 
counties.  The SH 119 corridor plan has been refined from the initial 
vision in NAMS (2013) through RTD’s more recent planning and 
environmental linkage study (2018-19): 
• Regional arterial Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) connecting downtown 

Longmont and downtown Boulder using Business Access and 

Transit (BAT) lanes within each community; 

• New managed/expressed lanes along the highway portion of 

SH119 between Boulder and Longmont, retaining two general 

purpose lanes in each direction; 

• Intersection improvements at SH119/SH52 and at SH119/Hover 

Road; 

• Safety improvements for people using all modes of travel; 
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• Mobility hub enhancements at key nodes, including first and final mile 

connections; and 

• Commuter bikeway connecting to the regional BRT stations and with the 

existing local bikeway systems within Boulder and within Longmont. 

Based upon the regional corridor planning over the last several years, the SH 
119 vision plan will cut travel time in half for BRT and express lane users and 
increase transit ridership by 33%. The total corridor cost estimate identified 
through RTD’s 2018-19 corridor planning and design process is approximately 
$230-$250 million, with the range of cost dependent on the final design of the 
intersection at SH 119/SH 52.    
 
The US 36 MCC is requesting $40 million in funding from CDOT’s 
SB1/SB267 program to kick-start the first phase of the SH 119 corridor 
improvements, including the highway safety and multimodal mobility 
enhancements between Boulder and Longmont, and the at-grade intersection 
improvements at SH 119/SH 52.   
 
This project is urgently needed to serve the existing and growing number of trips 
along SH 119, and it is ready to move forward quickly to expedite use of the 
SB1/SB267 funding program. 
 
In addition, the requested CDOT funding will be used to leverage $30 million in 
funding from RTD, plus $13.15 million in federal funds approved through the 
recent Denver Regional Council of Governments Transportation Improvement 
Program, and $1.15 million committed by the cities of Boulder and Longmont.  
The $40 million in CDOT funding will also be used to leverage a 2020 BUILD 
grant submittal to the US Department of Transportation. 
 
The cities of Longmont, Boulder and Boulder County look forward to continuing 
to work with CDOT and RTD to complete the remaining design, engineering, and 
environmental clearances to move this critical regional/inter-regional project 
forward and achieve results in the short-term timeframe required by SB1/SB267.  
 
Additional US 36 MCC priorities: SH 7 corridor and other key NAMS corridors 
Our next priority is the SH 7 corridor between Boulder and Brighton, which is fast 
becoming one of the major east/west regional arterials in the north Denver area.  
As a first phase, $10 million has been approved from DRCOG, CDOT and 
corridor communities to begin preliminary engineering, but more is needed to 
further these initial engineering efforts for the 30-mile multimodal corridor that is 
currently estimated to cost $500 million by CDOT staff.  
 
As part of the development process to identify the 10-year pipeline of projects, 
the US 36 MCC requests that CDOT support $20 million to support the 



 
 

 

preliminary and environmental engineering of SH 7, and $10 million to further the 
preliminary engineering of the I-25/SH 7 Mobility Hub interchange. The I-25/SH7 
interchange is expected to reach failing levels of service in less than 10 years 
and is a critical connection for regional and state transit operations.  
 
As funding permits, we estimate improvements for the key intersections of SH 
7/US 287 ($20 million) and SH 7/95th Street ($10 million). We appreciate the 
consideration of any appropriate scale of funding to help move these critical 
elements of the corridor forward to the next phase to prepare for leveraging 
future funding opportunities. 
 
As longer-term projects within the 10-year pipeline process, the US 36 MCC also 
requests the remaining NAMS corridor projects be added to the pipeline process, 
including completion of remaining phases of the SH119 and SH7 corridors, US 
287, SH 42, South Boulder Road, 120th Avenue, Broadway and 28th Streets in 
Boulder, as well as the I 25/SH 7 Mobility Hub interchange. 
 
Thanks again for your partnership to advance investments into the Northwest 
metro region.  We look forward to continuing to work with CDOT staff and the 
Transportation Commission through the statewide planning process. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Boulder County Commissioner, Elise Jones 
On the behalf of the US 36 Mayors & Commissioners Coalition 
 
cc: Doug Rex, DRCOG 
           David Genova, RTD  
 Nick Farber, Colorado HPTE 
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October 7, 2019 
 
CDOT Transportation Commission 
Executive Director Shoshana Lew 
Colorado Dept. of Transportation (CDOT) 
2829 W. Howard Place 
Denver, CO 80204 
 
Dear CDOT Transportation Commission and Executive Director Lew: 
 
Thank you for your service to the State of Colorado and your support for the Northwest metro 
region communities.  This is an exciting time for the CDOT in light of the statewide planning 
process and the additional funding the state legislature has approved to invest in near-term 
transportation improvements through SB1 and SB267.   
 
Commuting Solutions is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to connect people to places in 
the Northwest metro region today and for the future.  We are the Transportation Management 
Organization (TMO) for the Northwest metro region, and convene local governments, chambers 
of commerce and businesses to advance multi-modal transportation investments in our region.  
 
Recognizing the Transportation Commission will soon make decisions on the short-term project 
list as part of the statewide planning process, as well as develop the updated ten-year pipeline 
of projects, Commuting Solutions would like to take this opportunity to remind the Transportation 
Commission of the Northwest metro region’s project priorities, as defined by the Northwest Area 
Mobility Study (NAMS) and which are consistent with the project list included in Proposition 110 
ballot issue last year.  
 
Commuting Solutions’s request for the near-term SB1/SB267 funding: SH119 – Boulder to 
Longmont 
Our #1 priority is the regional, multimodal SH 119 corridor project connecting Boulder and 
Longmont.  The corridor serves travelers from throughout Boulder County, as well as from 
Larimer and Weld counties.  The SH 119 corridor plan has been refined from the initial vision in 
NAMS (2013) through RTD’s more recent planning and environmental linkage study (2018-19): 

• Regional arterial Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) connecting downtown Longmont and 

downtown Boulder using Business Access and Transit (BAT) lanes within each 

community; 

• New managed/expressed lanes along the highway portion of SH119 between Boulder 

and Longmont, retaining two general purpose lanes in each direction; 

• Intersection improvements at SH119/SH52 and at SH119/Hover Road; 

• Safety improvements for people using all modes of travel; 

• Mobility hub enhancements at key nodes, including first and final mile connections; and 

• Commuter bikeway connecting to the regional BRT stations and with the existing local 

bikeway systems within Boulder and within Longmont. 
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Based upon the regional corridor planning over the last several years, the SH 119 vision plan 
will cut travel time in half for BRT and express lane users and increase transit ridership by 33%. 
The total corridor cost estimate identified through RTD’s 2018-19 corridor planning and design 
process is approximately $230-$250 million, with the range of cost dependent on the final 
design of the intersection at SH 119/SH 52.    
 
Commuting Solutions is requesting $40 million in funding from CDOT’s SB1/SB267 
program to kick-start the first phase of the SH 119 corridor improvements, including the highway 
safety and multimodal mobility enhancements between Boulder and Longmont, and the at-grade 
intersection improvements at SH 119/SH 52.   
 
This project is urgently needed to serve the existing and growing number of trips along SH 119, 
and it is ready to move forward quickly to expedite use of the SB1/SB267 funding program. 
 
In addition, the requested CDOT funding will be used to leverage $30 million in funding from 
RTD, plus $13.15 million in federal funds approved through the recent Denver Regional Council 
of Governments Transportation Improvement Program, and $1.15 million committed by the 
cities of Boulder and Longmont.  The $40 million in CDOT funding will also be used to leverage 
a 2020 BUILD grant submittal to the US Department of Transportation. 
 
The cities of Longmont, Boulder and Boulder County look forward to continuing to work with 
CDOT and RTD to complete the remaining design, engineering, and environmental clearances 
to move this critical regional/inter-regional project forward and achieve results in the short-term 
timeframe required by SB1/SB267.  
 
Additional Commuting Solutions priorities: SH 7 corridor and other key NAMS corridors 
Our next priority is the SH 7 corridor between Boulder and Brighton, which is fast becoming one 
of the major east/west regional arterials in the north Denver area.  
As a first phase, $10 million has been approved from DRCOG, CDOT and corridor communities 
to begin preliminary engineering, but more is needed to further these initial engineering efforts 
for the 30-mile multimodal corridor that is currently estimated to cost $500 million by CDOT staff.  
 
As part of the development process to identify the 10-year pipeline of projects, Commuting 
Solutions requests that CDOT support $20 million to support the preliminary and environmental 
engineering of SH 7, and $10 million to further the preliminary engineering of the I-25/SH 7 
Mobility Hub interchange. The I-25/SH7 interchange is expected to reach failing levels of service 
in less than 10 years and is a critical connection for regional and state transit operations.  
 
As funding permits, we estimate improvements for the key intersections of SH 7/US 287 ($20 
million) and SH 7/95th Street ($10 million). We appreciate the consideration of any appropriate 
scale of funding to help move these critical elements of the corridor forward to the next phase to 
prepare for leveraging future funding opportunities. 
 
As longer-term projects within the 10-year pipeline process, Commuting Solutions also requests 
the remaining NAMS corridor projects be added to the pipeline process, including completion of 
remaining phases of the SH119 and SH7 corridors, US 287, SH 42, South Boulder Road, 120th 



 

Avenue, Broadway and 28th Streets in Boulder, as well as the I 25/SH 7 Mobility Hub 
interchange. 
 
Thanks again for your partnership to advance investments into the Northwest metro region.  We 
look forward to continuing to work with CDOT staff and the Transportation Commission through 
the statewide planning process. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Audrey DeBarros 
Executive Director 
 
cc: Doug Rex, DRCOG 
           David Genova, RTD  
 Nick Farber, Colorado HPTE 
 
Enclosures 
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